Scarcity of rigs on the Norwegian continental shelf has led to a number of interesting changes in rig procurement and the relation between oil and rig companies. Small oil companies have joined to establish a rig consortium; there are examples of change in the sharing of risk between oil and rig companies; there has been vertical integration where oil companies own rigs and where rig companies apply for and are granted petroleum licenses; and joint ventures between oil companies and drilling companies are being discussed. The paper describes and analyses these trends, with the perspective of an optimal procurement strategy for an oil company. Trade-offs in rig procurement is analysed. A robust supply of rig capacity is called for to satisfy drilling commitment towards governments and to fulfil time critical production and injection wells. These benefits need to be traded off against a temporary decline in accounting returns and credit rating resulting from a potential oversupply or mismatch of rig capacity at falling rig rates.
(2) Methods
The empirical background is a study of organizational patterns and contract structure in the rig sector on the Norwegian continental shelf, based on news reports and conversations with a number of specialists in rig companies, oil service companies, oil companies, the civil service and the academic community. The analysis benefits from general theory of procurement, economic organisation, contracts and incentives, as well as research on the rig sector.
(3) Results
Organisational and contractual arrangements often follow a conventional pattern in the rig sector, e.g., the rig is owned and operated by the rig company, operational risk is carried by the rig companies whereas oil companies carry reservoir and oil price risk. From the perspective of large oil companies it might be interesting to discuss other types of ownership or risk sharing in which the risk exposure of the rig companies is reduced, if this causes a reduction in the rig rate. New and small oil companies, with a lower ability to carry risk, on the other hand, might want the rig companies to carry even more risk. Thus, more diversity in organisational and contractual arrangements is called for.
(4) Conclusions
A more diverse contractual and organisational structure is called for in drilling, as this may secure a better risk sharing and a better incentive structure in a context with heterogeneous oil companies. In particular, different oil companies have different abilities to carry risk. Contract and organisational design, however, is subject to several constraints. First, accounting rules and the practice of credit rating companies restrict the financial risk exposure of oil companies. Second, with the rig companies' decision of locating rigs in tax havens, governments of oil producing countries might want to restrict the potential for joint ventures between oil and rig companies, as this may undermine their revenue from oil taxation. Third, to obtain clear and objective responsibilities of contracting parties, insurance contracts often presupposes a clear division of risk.
Lowest and highest day rate for each month -for high-spec semi rigs at NCS (new contracts), from January 1996 to February 2010, measured in thousand dollar per day. Data source: RS Platou.
